SoN: If you find the level of financial compensation not acceptable, briefly state why not.

Why the differences in colleges - amounts should be the same, perhaps depend on the type i.e. scholarly vs. service - time committed by faculty is greatly different.

I think the responsibilityies if supervising WTE are basically the same so should the compensation be the same compensation should be the same across the board

It is hard to imagine why this should not be the same amount in all schools.

I personally feel that advising students with WTE is just like advising them for everything, do we get compensated for every little thing we do (no!) - I would not want WTE advising to be about MONEY. If there is some compensation great - if it's too burdensome let's do away with WTE!

It should be the same across departments.

The compensation should be equal since the work being asked is at the same level of excellence.

I think that all compensation should be the same for each department. One department is not more important for more compensation versus another.

I do not understand the differences in the compensation from school to school.

I do not understand why the School of Business should receive $150 more than someone doing a project in CAS. What makes that project more "valuable".

If the purpose is to mentor students, I don't see why someone would in business would be paid more to mentor a student than someone in CAS. should be the same for all
I find the compensation for Nursing unacceptable. I practice clinically and make $50.00 an hour (minimum) as a Nurse Practitioner. So, 50 hours at $50.00 = $2,500. This is the comparison base I would use to cost out my $ per hour because the WTE would take time away from my clinical practice.

Why is it different? Who decided this?